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Winner
NMC Student 
Bruce Gillissie 
is the recipient of 
the Adult Student-of- 
the-Year award

Thank you
NMC plans to show 
appreciation for com
munity support during 
this year's National 
Cherry Festival
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Hot flicks
A&E Editor 
Kendall Spratt 
provides a preview 
of upcoming coming
movies for this summer

We hew to the line; let rfie chips fall where they may

Summer in the city
Reasons why tourists head north
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MESSENGER BAG
created from recycled 
White Pine Press 
newspapers provides a 
unique eco-friendly way 
to carry your items.
The bag is one of a 
kind. It is the only one 
in existence. The bag 
was made by an NMC 
staff member. We are 
grateful to have it.

NMC STUDENT 
CHRISTIAN 
MCKELLER models 
the White Pine Press 
messenger bag in the 
Welcome Center.
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What am I going to do? what should I tell
him? how do I get medical care? can I

stay in school? should i keep my baby? 
what about adoption?

White Pine Press 
welcomes comments, 
suggestions, ideas for 
news stories and 
calendar items.
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We care... and we can help.

For free, confidential 
answers to your questions 
about being pregnant, call 
Child and Family Services at
800.538.9984

Child & Family Services
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Joshua Sisco, News Briefs Editor

■
 BRANDY BRAY

Press Staff Writer

2011 Adult Student of the Year
NMC student awarded $1000 by the BBQ board

NMC student Bruce Gillissie is the winner of the Adult Student of the Year. The award is 
granted to students over 30 years old who demonstrated academic performance over time, have 
a record of academic excellence, and have achieved success along with fulfilling family, job and 
community responsibilities.

Bruce is a proud single father who also manages his own residential construction company 
while going to school. He made the decision to attend NMC because he wants an occupation
that he can succeed at for the next 20 to 30 years. He is currently enrolled as a nursing student.

s

WTP: When did you start at NMC?
BG: I started the spring of 2010 and I went the last 4 se
mesters straight. I’ve been enrolled for a year now and I 
think I have 45 credits, somewhere in there.

WPP: What program are you signed up for?
The nursing program.

WPP: How far along are you?
BG: I’ve got all the prerequisites out of the way. I’m ac
tually working on some of the bachelors transfers. It’s 
required in most of the hospitals within 10 years of em
ployment so I might as well keep plucking away while 
I’m waiting to get into the clinicals.

WPP: What have your highlights been at NMC?
BG: The whole overall experience. I’ve worked residential 
construction, I’ve owned my own company for the last 20 
years. This is quite a change but definitely this is a phe
nomenal campus. I am addicted for life, now. There is 
no doubt about it. As we progress through life things be
come a little more important and definitely reeducation 
and finding a job that I can do for the next 20-25 years is 
the goal. NMC has a phenomenal program for nursing 
and I’m really excited to start getting into the heart of it. 
As far as the student to teacher ration. The teachers ac
tually care about you and know you by name. They are 
willing to work extra with you. The overall feeling of be
longing when someone is here.

WPP: Have you had any struggles since you’ve been here?
BG: I was concerned that I would be challenged with being out of the educational pro
cess for so long. My first semester I took two classes. I took English 111 and Psych 101. 
The two Sonja’s hooked me and reeled me in. Sonja Richardson and Sonja Olshove were 
phenomenally involved and supportive. At that point I knew I made the right decision 
and I’ve taken a full load ever since. Student Services, Taylor Nash and that group of in

dividuals do a great job helping you out when 
you need it. It was a little challenging at first its 
like riding a bike: once you get back on, you re
member.

WPP: What has your favorite class been so 
far?
BG: Boy that’s tough. They have all been great 
in their own ways. I enjoy psychology so Sonja 
Oshlave has been great but I’d have to say my 
favorite has been English 122 with professor 
Roberts. He hooked me into Bradburry and 
I am just an absoulte fan of his class. It was a 
great English class. We did some fantastic exer
cises and it really helped me to renew my love 
affair with reading. I have just been the most 
avid reader since taking his class.

WPP: Do you have any advice to other adult 
learners?
BG: Don’t settle. Push yourself. You can 
achieve great things. It is not impossible. I run 
my own business, I’m a single parent, I volun
teer with the school and I still manage a full 
load. I can relate to all the other parents wheth
er they are single or not. It is a difficult task. 
Whatever you are willing to put in you’ll get 
back and this is the place to do it. We’ve got 
phenomenal resources here at our hands and its 
foolish not to use it.

As summer draws near, remember to take some time to view the 
vast tapestry that surrounds you.

The dark night sky that wc Traverse City area folks get is not found 
everywhere so take advantage of it. This summer come on out to the 
Rogers Observatory to view celestial objects in the arm of the Summer 
Milky Way Saturn, the Moon and much more.

Contact us:
1753 Birmley Rd.
Traverse City, MI 49684 
231-946-1787
www.nmc.edu/rogersobservatory

Upcoming Open House dates are:
May 7 9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

May 20 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.
June 11 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.
June 24 9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

July 9 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.
July 22 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

August 6 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.
August 26 9:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

We hope to see you there!
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THE SOURCE'S M
By BRANDY BRAY Press Staff Writer

Graduation comes in threes
Mother and two daughters to graduate this spring

Mother of four and NMC student Donna Russell will be walking with two ofher 
daughters, Mellissa Woodworth and Elizabeth Russell during this year’s graduation. Both 
Donna and Mellissa will be graduating from NMC and Elizabeth will be graduating from 
Ferris. However, because NMC and Ferris hold their graduations together, both mother and 
daughters will walk in the same ceremony.

WPP: What brought you back to school?
Donna: I raised four children and it was time for me to go on. My husband and I 

owned our own business but it was time for me to get a new career.
Mellissa: After being a stay at home mom I wanted to reenter the work force.

However, many things had changed in the five years I was away. The most evident 
change was in how many employer’s required a medical degree to apply for entry level 
positions regardless of work experience. So, I went back to school to get a degree.

Elizabeth: I continued on from completing my associates degree at NMC and due to 
both the economic factor and personal reasons I stayed on to complete my Bachelor’s 
degree through Ferris at the University Center.

WPP: What is your major?
Donna: Associate in Applied Science and Liberal arts.
Mellissa: I am majoring in Business Administration - Managment, AAS. My goal is 

to attend Davenport University Center and obtain my bachelor’s in Human Resource 
Management.

Elizabeth: I am currently completing my bachelor’s in Business Administration.

WPP: Why did you choose NMC?
Donna: I have 3 daughters that went here. When I first started my youngest daughter 

Elizabeth and Samantha were attending with me and now I attend with Melissa and 
Elizabeth.

Mellissa: I chose NMC because of its wonderful online class options. I was able to 
continue working, raise my two children, and take care of my numerous responsibilities 
while obtaining my college degree. NMC’s online classes has made college dreams come 
true for numerous people without worrying about that long commute.

Elizabeth: I chose NMC initially because it was cheaper than some of the Universities 
I was looking at and close to home. I stayed through my bachelor’s because I was already 
established at the school and the University Center was a price-effective alternative to 
moving to another area and trying to get another job while getting used to a new school.
In addition, it also allowed me to stay close to family and friends.

WPP:Why did you choose to go to the University Center? Why did you choose 
Ferris?

Elizabeth: I choose to go to the University Center since I was staying in the area it was 
convenient to be able to talk to people face to face about credit issues and addressing little 
problems that come up with being satellite campus student with people who hold an 
interest in your particular location. In addition I was also able to take classes locally, face 
to face with instructors, instead of relying completely on on-line communication. I chose - 
Ferris in particular because they accepted more of my credits than the other colleges 
offered and with their integrated agreement with the Maritime Academy I knew that a 
lot of the smaller kinks that occur due to being located on a satellite campus were worked 
out. They were also able to work out a schedule that allowed me to keep working at my 
on campus job at the Osterlin Library while taking classes through both NMC and Ferris 
to get my bachelors.

WPP: Did you attend NMC prior to attending Ferris?
Elizabeth: Yes, I continued straight out of high school to NMC and completed my 

associate’s at NMC before going on to get my degree with Ferris.

WPP: How do you feel about graduating at the same time?
Donna: I look at it as a pretty cool thing.
Mellissa: I am VERY excited and think it is amazing that we have finally completed 

our goals. Especially my mom, I know it hasn’t been easy for her to go back to school

but she has overcome gigantic obstacles and obtained success. I know she was an 
inspiration to my sisters and me. Watching her succeed helped us strive for success. My 
sister Samantha Russell graduated from NMC just a few years ago so as of May 7 we will 
all be NMC Alumni. We have joked with family and friends that we are offering them a 
three for one deal, one trip - three graduates .

Elizabeth: I think it’s awesome. I think that one of the best parts about not just 
graduating together, but taking classes together is that between both of my sisters and my 
mother we have some experience in most of the subjects taken, and offer a great support 
system for each other. Kind of like a unofficial study group but for any problem in any 
class, not just a specified project.

WPP:What was the highlight of your time spent at NMC?
Donna: I got to be student of the year last year. It was a real honor that they chose me.
Mellissa: Being able to discuss my classes and college life with my family. It was really 

neat to “college” talk with my mom or sister in a way that no one else understood. We 
would sometimes drive to campus together and the time we spent in that car was special. 
As for NMC events, I really looked forward to attending the scholarship luncheon the 
college held each year. It was a wonderful way to show sponsor’s how appreciative and 
important their contribution was to college students and a way for college students to 
show their appreciation and meet their sponsors. Many college issues were discussed and 
debated over that lunch table.

Elizabeth: I also enjoyed the time that I spend with my sisters and mother discussing 
topics of interest, or just homework in general. It really gave all an equal footing to relate 
even more with each other. But other than the time with my family, I think that a big 
part of what made NMC special for me would be my time spent working at the college 
library. As corny as it may sound they were really like an extended family. The people 
who worked there were both supportive and understanding, no matter the situation, it 
has been one of the best places I have had the pleasure of working at.

WPP: What was your favorite class?
Donna: My math class with professor Dobek and I enjoyed my art appreciation with 

Mike Torrey.
Mellissa: I loved my CIT classes, especially those taught by Professor Sherry Howard- 

Spreitzer.
Elizabeth: I think that my favorite class would have to be Dr. Roberts Science Fiction 

and Fantasy class. I loved the mixture or old movie clips and radio shows combined older 
and more moderate ones as well as modern and classical literature used to stimulate class 
room discussions on topics that wouldn’t normally come up in conversations.

WPP: Do you have any advice for students about completing their degrees?
Donna: Don’t give up. You are going to have trials and tribulations in your life. You 

just have to dig your toes in and not let anything stop you.
Mellissa: At times you will want to give up, take a break or slack in your studies, but 

if you keep going and manage your time appropriately you can make a difference in 
your life. It helped me to set small goals for each of my classes. But remember, even if a 
certain goal becomes unobtainable compromise and set a new one that is. For example,
I set an overall class goal to achieve a 3.5 or higher in each class I took. Sometimes my 
classes were a little harder than I anticipated and that 3.0 was just as exciting to receive as 
a 4.0 any day

Elizabeth: I would tell them to push forward. It seemed like I breezed through my 
associate’s and my first semester of my bachelor’s but soon after I hit what I call “the 
wall.” I think that everyone hits it at some point in their academic career, especially when 
it is a prolonged one. The hardest thing that I found was to get myself going again. Once 
you reach that point it seems like you just can’t get back into the groove and it would 
just be easier to drop out and go around it. I would just tell them that whatever length is 
left on what seems like a life sentence is worth it. After a month or two you can get back 
on track and finish up what you started. It may be more and more difficult after each 
semester, but after you break through the initial resistance to go back to school it’s worth 
the frustration.
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Brianna Bodary, News Wire Editor

Looking for news? Eight sources you should be using now

J PUBLICA
journalism Sfl the public interest

http://www.propublica. org/
ProPublica is an independent, non-profit newsroom that produces investigative 

journalism in the public interest. It is led by Paul Steiger, the former managing edi
tor of The Wall Street Journal. Stephen Engelberg, the former investigative editor 
of The New York Times, is ProPublica’s managing editor. And Richard Tofel, the 
former assistant publisher of The Wall Street Journal, Is general manager of Pro- 
Publica. They try to focus their work entirely on genuinely important stories, such 
as stories with a moral force. Their mission is “To expose abuses of power and be
trayals of the public trust by government, business, and other institutions, using 
the moral force of investigative journalism to spur reform through the sustained 
spotlighting of wrongdoing.” They make sure their investigative reporters have the 
correct resources to create great work for the public interest, by using new models 
when necessary. They create original journalism, and investigative reporting in the 
public interest.

>lp Associated Press

http:llwww.ap. orglmohilel
The Associated Press is a global news network that is essential in delivering fast, 

unbiased news to all media platforms, from around the world. The news from 
the Associated Press has provided access to more than half the world’s popula
tion. The Associated Press today has been relied on as one of the largest and most 
trusted sources of independent newsgathering. It provides newspapers, televisions, 
and people with coverage through text, photos, audio and videos. Their mission 
is “to be the essential global news network, providing distinctive news services of 
the highest quality, reliability, and objectivity with reports that are accurate, bal
anced and informed.” Two-thirds of the employees and reporters work worldwide 
in more than 300 locations. The Associated Press has a broad range of viewers to 
supply daily news to, from its domestic members to its international subscribers. It 
has a 24-hour continuous update on online news, with a sophisticated digital image 
network, and television news service with one of the largest radio networks in the 
United States. They are a non-profit news cooperative, owned by its American 
newspaper and broadcast members.

^jrwMICHIGAN
^MESSENGER

http://michiganmessenger. com!
The Michigan Messenger is published by The American Independent News Net

work, a nonprofit corporation. The American Independent News Network publish
es news that influences public debate and evolves the common good. It is currently 
made up of six news sites that provide daily original coverage, and focuses its mis
sion on managing an expanding online news networks. They believe in keeping 
citizens informed, as it is a fundamental principle for a civil society, and they report 
on and emphasize the importance of democratic government, and in keeping the 
common good secure, for the people. The American Independent News Network is 
funded by individual donors and foundations.

e
information

L Ci 'ftHINGHDUSE
http:llwww. informationclearinghouse. info/
Information Clearing House is an independent media source. It was created to 

show the author's effort to correct the distorted perceptions of news that is pre
sented through commercial media. The web site has expanded because of the au
thor’s personal frustration at the failure to inform the American public of traditional 
media mostly since it relates to US foreign policy. Information Clearing House pro
vides a source of unpublished and under reported news from around the globe. It 
provides more depth and understanding to current issues and provides useful infor
mation.

It believes that the corporate media does a great job of providing the information 
that the government wants us to know, and that information is unlimited.

» newsmap
http:llnewsmap.jp/
News map is a new form of news provided for its readers through aggregated news 

collection. The news map creates cells of varying size depending on how much related 
content there is for a story-the bigger the cell the more related content there is. It pres
ents issues together grouping them into specific categories. It is a new way to get read
ers attention, while providing a large amount of information. It provides a catchy layout 
that gets the reader’s attention. It allows the reader to customize the news they want to 
see by choosing specific categories to view including different countries and different 
areas of news including, world, national, business, technology, sports, entertainment, 
and health.

ALJAZEERA
http:llenglish.aljazeera. net!
A1 Jazeera is an Arabic news channel that has continued to grow since 2006 when it 

started and now broadcasts in more than 100 countries. A1 Jazeeras newsroom is one of 
the most diverse in the world, working with more than 1,000 highly qualified staff with 
a number of different nationalities.

A1 Jazeera provides an abundance of worldwide information on its website. The 24- 
hour news and current affairs channel is the first international English news channel 
to broadcast across the globe from the Middle East. It offers events happening around 
the world, providing the most wide-ranging and inclusive news coverage. As an Ara
bic newspaper it covers world events that other newspapers might not offer. It goes in 
depth, providing videos and articles of specific topics, giving readers an insight on issues 
in the world, including the Middle East.

A1 Jazeera has unique access to some of the worlds most troubled and controversial 
places. Their determination gives them the ability to accurately reveal the truth in re
gions that are torn by conflict and poverty. Their mission is “to provide independent, 
impartial news for an international audience and to offer a voice to a diversity of per
spectives from under-reported regions.”

Circle of Blue 
Reporting the Global Water Crisis

httpd/www. circleofblue. org/waternews/
Circle of Blue provides a large focus on reporting the Global Water Crisis. It is the 

international network of leading experts that reports and presents the necessary infor
mation to responding to the global freshwater crisis. Circle of Blue makes issues of the 
global freshwater crisis relevant and personal for its readers. It focuses on solving water 
problems through its WaterNews, a source for global water news and data. It takes part 
in many of the leading international water conferences. Circle of Blue reports issues 
using the high standards of journalistic and scientific ethics. It collects information and 
reports data by presenting it in a reasoned accessible form. Circle of Blue provides an 
available forum for response, expands awareness and action. Experts have stated that 
there are existing solutions to solving the global freshwater crisis, however there needs to 
be more awareness and participation. The Council on Foreign Relations calls Circle of 
Blue a “must read.”

httpd/www. npr. org/sections/news/
NPR’s mission is “to work in partnership with member stations to create a more in

formed public - one challenged and invigorated by a deeper understanding and appre
ciation of events, ideas and cultures.” They focus on meeting the highest standards in 
journalism, by producing and distributing matters of interest for their audience. NPR ha 
a number of independent stations and is America’s leading news institution. NPR focuse 
on informing the public through important stories, and insight, by using every form of 
communication, for the nation, and countries around the world. NPR is focused on be
coming the most trusted news source in the United States, and they look to expand its 
public media to new audiences.
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NMC to thank the community 
in this years National Cherry Festival

IMALldY MESA
Press Senior Staff Writer

It’s summer time in Traverse City and the first thought that comes to mind (other 
than no school) is the National Cherry Festival. For Kay Hall, Office Manager-Auxiliary 
Services of NMC, this year’s National Cherry Festival will be an important one.

For the second year in a row, Hall will be in charge of NMC’s part in the National 
Cherry Festival and will represent the college in the Cherry Royal Parade.
For years NMC has always been involved with the National Cherry Festival.

“We almost always have a role in the air show,” said Paul Heaton, director of Public 
Relations. “NMC does a lot of different things in the Cherry Festival year to year.”
But last year, as Nate Glidden, director of the Hagerty Center described it, was a ground 
breaking year for getting that much of NMC to participate.

“What we have here is just amazing,” said Hall about the college.
A few years ago Hall was a spectator for the Cherry Royal Parade. As NMC’s section 

approached, Hall noticed the lack of representation for the college and wanted to change 
that.

“We are just too big of a presence in our community to not be known,” said Hall.
And so last year Hall was given a blank palette and proceeded to change the way NMC 

is represented in the National Cherry Festival and in the community.
Her first year in charge was a huge success. NMC took up a block and a half in that 

parade with 14 different departments such as the museum, aviation, among others 
participating in the event. This year Hall expects up to 17 departments within the NMC 
staging area. And with this year being NMC’s 60th anniversary Hall has some big plans.

“We want people to know the support they give to the college,” said Hall.

Hall hopes that the first class of NMC alumni will walk with them in the parade. Hall 
is also trying to get aviation to have a plane roll down the street during the parade but 
measurements are still needed.

“It’s been terrific,” said Heaton. “Kay has really expanded our presence in the 
parade.”

A big hit last year was the Hagerty Center had a grill on the back of their truck 
and was cooking bratwursts while Hagerty staff members served the spectators. 
Glidden said they will do the same thing this year. With great energy and a good job 
organizing, Glidden believes Hall has done a great job running the event.

“Those who took part last year had a great time doing it and that was in big part to 
Kay’s efforts,” said Glidden.

This year there are plans for a post-parade picnic, with the help of Sodexo, at Sunset 
Park for all those who participated in the parade.

But having a fun time and representing the college isn’t the only part of it. A lot of 
hard work and preparations go into an event like this. Hall recounts how last year’s 
hard work really paid off.

“You plan and plan and it all came together,” said Hall. “I couldn’t have been more 
proud.”

And as this is a special year for NMC, the college would like to let the community 
know how important they are to NMC’s successes.

“People will see the impact that our college has on this community,” said Hall. “And 
see the gratefulness and thankfulness we have to the community for making this all 
happen.”

If you have any interest in walking with NMC in the Cherry Royal Parade July 9 
please contact Kay Hall.

WNMC jams in the Cherry Royal Parade. The parade will be held July 9 
this year.
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Bodies Human: Anatomy in Motion
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LETTER TO THE EDITORLeaving common decency and 
common sense at home is not 

part of being on vacation.
During Cherry Festival over 500,000 people attend the eight day 

event. For a town of almost 15,000, that is a massive influx of people. 
And with that influx come issues, some of which can be explained away 
due to Traverse City not being use to accommodating so many people.

However, the city cannot

THE ISSUE:
Inconsiderate tourists

OUR VIEW:
A little respect goes a long way

' take all of the blame.
The bottom line is 

that people need to take 
responsibility for their 
own actions and take into 
account that the residents

i— here and in other tourist
towns are not on vacation. 

People who live in the towns we visit are still going to work, running 
errands and trying to go about their daily lives with as few interruptions 
as possible.

Yes, vacations are meant to be a time for relaxing and leaving our 
worries behind. Some people take this to the extreme and it seems as 
though they forget that there are other people around them.

Year round residents understand what they are getting into when they 
choose to live and work in a place where high volumes of people like to 
visit. That does not void the fact that tourists are sometimes a nuisance.

It is understandable that people on vacation do not want to concern 
themselves with the hum-drum of their normal lives. However, being 
drunk and disorderly, throwing your trash in the streets, ignoring driving 
and parking laws and acting as if you are somehow above the people 
around you is not becoming of anyone.

When staying with friends we do not behave in the same fashion as 
we would if we were at home. We use our manners, adhere to the rules 
of the house-no smoking and no profanity in front of the children, 
we even clean up after ourselves because leaving dirty dishes out is 
disrespectful. We abide by these rules of common decency and common 
sense because we know that being in public demands a certain level of 
etiquette.

In essence, like any good host, tourist towns like Traverse City open 
their doors and invite people in. We want guests to experience Traverse 
City, from our nationally acclaimed restaurants to our unique downtown 
shopping, and give them a chance to fall in love with our town so they 
will want to return year after year.
When tourists behave like well mannered guests the relationship is 
symbiotic. It is when tourists seem to lose control of their senses that 
resentment and abhorrence creep in. This is probably where the joke 
about tourist season and not being able to shoot them came from.

Last summer, during Cherry Festival there were telltale signs that the 
symbiotic relationship between tourist and resident was starting to waver.

There were chairs, tarps, and even signs that read “Reserved” lining the 
streets the night before a big parade and quite a few more being added 
in the early morning hours by men wearing suits and ties. The trashcans 
were overflowing but people kept putting trash in them, allowing it to 
overflow into the streets. We typically do not see trash blowing through 
our streets like tumbleweeds. And anything involving a motor vehicle 
became noticeably more hostile with honking and waving of fists. Even 
just crossing a street seemed more dangerous with more cars driving 
through and at what appeared to be higher speeds.
Sure if we all played a little bit nicer things may be a little different.

However, as residents our habits are formed and our routines are 
year round. Tourists are mere guests and should act accordingly. A little 
respect from tourists could go a long way in maintaining a healthy 
symbiotic relationship.

The next time you are on vacation act as if you are staying at your in
laws. Use your manners, clean up after yourselves and question whether 
or not any action you take would be the same if you were in their home.

BRANDY BRAY
Opinion Editor

A few Lansing demonstrators hustled together by AARP and unhappy union members to create 
problems in Lansing don’t constitute the majority thinking of Michigan voters and especially not 
seniors. Instead of wasting a sunny spring Michigan afternoon, most seniors were busy gainfully 
employed, assisting those in need or enjoying the company of their friends and family in their 
retirements. As a senior I’m offended by the misinformation from the media about the Governors 
tax proposal. It’s equally sad to hear the pathetic response by wimp Legislators fearful for their re
election all because some AARP members and some union employees can support nothing other 
than their selfless interests. This mentality is doing nothing to move Michigan forward.

Let’s get real. The Snyder proposal to tax pensions won’t impact the poor. Seniors will pay 
the same tax rate that their 21 year old grandchildren pay. Young people and all employed pay a 
percentage of their incomes to the State, why should seniors constitute a privileged tax class. The 
proposed changes will tax pensions which are income that has never been taxed just like wages, 
dividends and interest and other forms of income. Those seniors with two social security checks, 
two or more pensions plus investment income will definitely pay more in Michigan taxes. They 
rightfully should. These same pension benefits are already taxes by Uncle Sam and most States 
Additionally seniors receive special tax benefits for their age from both the State and the Federal 
Government that are unavailable to our youth and other workers.

My father’s legacy was to leave me a world better than the one he was born into, to pay his 
debts and to not burden me with his liabilities. My generation of seniors is on a path of leaving our 
off-spring with their monumental debts and little opportunity for the young to pay those debts.
The national debt is $ 14 trillion and growing. In Michigan, to pay unemployment benefits, we’ve 
borrowed $3.4 billion from the fed without a plan for repayment. 67 cities in Michigan are on 
the watch list (serious financial trouble) with the Treasury. 90% of governmental pension plans are 
underfunded meaning billions are owed in the future. Flint needs $20 million just to stay afloat and 
it’s unlikely that public education will survive in Detroit. Unemployment rates are highest for our 
youngest citizens yet we expect them to pay our debts. Additionally with our support, our young 
assumed large amounts of their own debt to finance their college educations with little chance of re
cooping that expenditure.

Governor Snyder’s tax package for Michigan is not without pain but it’s exactly what Michigan 
needs. We need to pay as we go and we can no longer apply band-aids to difficult financial decisions. 
We need to create a business environment and a taxation policy in Michigan that encourages new 
hiring. That’s the only way that the youth of Michigan can pay their education liabilities, purchase 
the houses we will one day wish to sell and otherwise contribute to our common good. It’s time 
for my fellow seniors to tune out the media fear mongering and the rants of Lansing protesters and 
make their fair share contribution to a solution for Michigan.

Do it for your grandchildren and for those who are yet to come!

Michael Estes
Traverse City

Thank you so much for a most engaging paper!
I have read WPP ever since my own children attended NMC, but I always considered it pap.
Not now!! Finally serious issues are being explored and discussed. This is so critical to the world you 
will inhabit.
Thank you for renewing my belief in the spirit of youth.
Sincerely and in peace
Ann Rogers
Traverse City

WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts 
letters to the editor from members of the 
college and community. Letters should be 
less than 400 words, typewritten, and signed 
with your name, address and phone number. 
Letters may be edited for clarity, grammar, 
spelling and length. Opinions expressed 
are not necessarily those of The White Pine 
Press staff or any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com 
BY FAX: (231)995-2110
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How do you cope with the upcoming tourist season?

"I take my vacation dur
ing the busiest time, 
aka Cherry Festival 
week."

CAROLYN DORBY, 25

"I volunteer on the 
Queens Committee, I am 
a Queen Mum. I guess I 
just become a tourist too!"

CHERI GARVIN
Admission Secretary

"I am a native of Traverse 
City so I just jump right in 
and get involved. Tourism is 
all I know!"

KAY HALL
Auxiliary office manager

"I hate it and try to stay 
away from it."

ELIZABETH LACROSS, 20

“I am used to it being 
busy because I grew up 
here. It's what makes 
Traverse City great."

KRISTI GREENMAN,
Admissions

CAMPUS QUOTES
Compiled by CAROLYN McKELLAR

Summer is here: hate loss vs. weight loss
As the icy grip of winter releases her hold, its time to 

start getting excited for summer. It is the time of year that 
I am most grateful to live in such a glorious part of the 
country- soon the lilacs will bloom, the water will warm, 
and the sparkle of sun will give all of a us a big smooch.

MUSINGS 
OF A LADY

■
 EMILY MAGNER

Press Columnist

Spring is here and it's time to shake off the winter blues.
This winter brought about many big changes in my 

life...a new house, a wedding proposal, a doggie adoption, 
and a serious back injury. The good news is that the good 
far outweighs the bad, and even the bad has brought 
about some good. In light of being seriously limited 
by my back I have made the decision to make a lifestyle 
change- this girl is eating healthy.

Over the years I have learned first hand that changing 
the way you look is much easier than changing the way 
you look at yourself. Embarking in serious weight loss 
is more complicated than one might think- I know my 
personal experience with it surprised me. As a freshman 
in high school I began to lose weight. I worked out four 
days a week, ate healthy, and kept my eye on the prize: I 
wanted to be beautiful.

Or what I thought would make me feel beautiful.
What no one told me was that even 80 pounds lighter 

I would be the same person. Yes. I was the very same 
Emily.

I looked much different, and the world treated me 
much differendy, but in the end the most important thing I 
had to show for all of my hard work was not my flat stomach.

The most important gain from all that (weight) 
loss was the realization that there was something more 
important than being thin- it was learning to love myself.

This was not the easiest lesson to learn. I worked 
so hard, for so long to be lean. As I panted away on the 
elliptical machine, as I massaged my continually sore 
muscles, I was completely focused. I wanted men to 
noticed me, I wanted to wear bikinis, I wanted the perfect 
life I never had because I had always been what I felt was 
imperfect.

Eventually I reached my weight goal. I wore the 
bikini, I went on dates, I finally had become what I 
thought I always wanted to be. I was a size 6, but even 
that was not enough.

I had the stinging realization that I had slaved away 
for completely the wrong reason. When men noticed me I 
rolled my eyes, because suddenly I viewed them as shallow 
instead of unattainable. Something began to change inside 
of me- albeit slower than things had changed on the 
outside of me.

Now, I find myself devoted to my health once again- 
but for a completely different reason. I refuse to let my 
back injury slow me down, and if shedding some pounds 
will help the situation I will gladly give up cheese.

I am on month two of mission: eating ridiculously 
healthy. With a chef for a fiance I think I am pretty darn 
lucky, he has been a supportive factor that has helped 
make this lifestyle change pretty painless. In fact, its even 
been good.

The whole process feels much different- for the first 
time I am making this change for me, not everyone 
around me.

As I make this change, I am giddy with the excitement 
that summer will soon arrive. In my past I had let the 
scale determine my self worth, and I can remember 
whole summers where I only went to the beach once. The

ability to fully enjoy summer is a luxury I have decided to 
indulge in.

Last summer, I decided to buy a super cute, retro 
style bathing suit that I loved, and I made the decision 
to say "yes" to every invitation I received. I made tons of 
new friends, went swimming nearly every day, and found 
myself accepting my body in ways I never knew possible.

The decision to love myself unconditionally regardless 
of weight has changed the way I look at life. I am both 
stronger and happier with this newfound ability to love 
my self.

Lately, every meal has become a conscious decision; 
the topic of weight loss has really been on my mind. As 
has summer. I am ready to go. I have my goggles in my 
purse and my bathing suit in the back seat of my car.

Not everyone seems to have the same excitement 
for bathing suit weather. In the past week I have heard 
several friends comment on their need to lose weight- for 
summer.

I was shopping with one of my best friends and 
she mournfully picked up a one piece bathing suit for 
inspection. She held it in her hands like she was holding a 
10-pound weight of pure failure. Another friend of mine 
patted his stomach and said "Eve only eaten celery for the 
past week- I’ve got to look good at the beach!"

To everyone who hasn’t swum in Lake Michigan’s 
waves, or played along her shore, all because of how you 
look in a bathing suit I want to remind you that you have 
the power to change your own mind.

Please let my experiences be enough to convince you, 
changing your mind about how you look is much more 
complicated than looking good in a bathing suit, so you’d 
better start now. Summer loves you no matter what- and 
so should you. It isn’t weight loss you need, it’s hate loss. 
Join me, take a deep breath and jump in- the water is just fine.
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There's no stopping the Apple machine

TECHNO
BABBLE

TOM AUCH
Press Staff Columnist

In January 2007, Apple removed the word “computer” from its name and became 
Apple Inc. Good thing, because the largest tech company in the world has much more 
than computers.

I’ve been contemplating a few Apple 
purchases lately and after some investigation, 
this is how we stand with Apple’s products, 
upgrades and how to buy.

The company’s been known forever for its 
Macintosh line of computers that currently 
include the following:

Three lines of laptops called MacBooks and two desktop models.
The MacBooks start in price from $1,199 and were just upgraded with state-of-the- 

art processors, all new graphics and breakthrough I/O speeds.
The desktops include the powerful MacPro tower computer, starting at $2,500, with 

12 cores of processing power. The other is the iMac, with the guts of the system built 
right into a stunning 21 or 27 inch LED backlit screen, starting at $1199 and were just 
upgraded as well.

The iMac is the CORE of apple’s computing business. Take for instance; a little old 
man buys an iMac. He doesn’t have to deal with any connections or cords, not even to 
the monitor. All he plugs in is the power cord: Wireless mice and keyboards are now 
standard on iMacs.

Another option, since I’m scrapping my old computer and already own an LCD 
monitor, along with a keyboard and mouse, is to choose a Mac mini.

About the size of a wireless router, I plug all my components into it and have a full 
blown Mac computer for less than $700. It doesn’t have a CD/DVD drive, but I can’t tell 
you the last time I used one of those fossils.

All Apple computers run on the Mac operating system currently called “Snow 
Leopard” with an upgrade to “lion” on the way for summer 2011.

Apple’s other products include: the iPod, iPhone and iPad; the iTunes media

browser; the iLife suite of multimedia software (iPhoto, iMovie and 
garageband); the iWorks suite of word and spreadsheet applications;
Aperture, a professional photography package; Final Cut Studio, 
audio, video and film software; Logic Studio, a suite of music 
production tools; the Safari internet browser; and iOS
a mobile operating system.

Holy Applesauce, it’s no wonder the stock 
price is at $340/share, with a valuation of over 
300 billion, it’s head to head with ExxonMobil 
to be the world’s most valuable company and 
we haven’t even mentioned Apple-TV.

Until recently, the only place to buy an 
Apple product was online or at the local Apple 
dealership but now a handful of big box retailers 
are getting in on the action. Apple is strict on its
consistent pricing, so unless you buy used (eBay or 
craigslist) you won’t find too many price breaks.

So where to buy?
In an effort to support our local business and since they price match the online 

Apple store, I’m recommending CityMac, located next to the Grand traverse Mall.
According to CityMac owner, Greg Nickerson, “not only are you helping the 

economy, we offer 24 hour service and support, one on one training and free seminars 
on all sorts of software and hardware issues for anyone who buys from us. In addition we 
carry many 3rd party accessories, plus a coffee lounge, where you can test drive an iPad 2.”

It’s a fact that the Apple brand costs more and plays less software and games, but 
with the virus-free environment and ease of use, it may be time to jump in.

Expect to see the new iPhone 5 and the iPad3 before the end of the year.

2200 Dendrinos Or., Suite 100 
Traverse City. Ml 49634 
Phone: (2311 995-1734 or 
(366/ 357-1954 
FernslMorthttbw* is.edu

Out -eputation for transforming students frx real ;ife and real careers is what sets us apart from other 
universities, and why Ferris State University ranks wnber one In transfers irsthe

With 1 7 locations across the state, easy access to online classes and degrees that align with in-demand 
careers in Michigan's demanding new economy, Ferns State University is ideal for transfer and 
non-traditional studes*; to finish or further their education.

After ’ookirg at the opportunities available at NMC's University Canter, joe transferred to Ferris to 
study business. To h.«n, Ferris made the most sense financially and logistical!^, He needed a credible 
Ibcai program that was affordable so he could fit college into his busy life Joe values the relationships 
he built wth classmates and the quality of instruction he-recelved. He plan
new skills to the goit course industry - something he is passionate about.

Begin your transformation at Ferris State University at Northwestern Wiehl 
Apply for summer or fall semester by visiting www.ferris.edu/statewide

/

DON'T JUST TRANSFER, 
TRANSFORM.

Ferris State 
University
TRAVERSE CITY
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I JIM BENSLEY
Director of Admissions

"Some college" 
is not enough anymore

Vicky Parker begins each work week in the cardiac 
unit of downstate hospital where she is responsible for 
supervising a team of six nurses. She certainly enjoys her 
job much more than she did four years ago when she 
worked long, unpredictable hours at a local restaurant. 
Vicky had two teenagers involved in a number of

"Life goes by too fast; I don't want to be 
50 years old and still working for tips."

Vicky Parker 
Nursing student

different activities and found it difficult to earn a living 
and be involved in her childrens lives. That, and the 
fact that she never really knew how much she would 
earn over the course of a year caused her to contemplate 
the uncertainties in her own future. During her son’s 
graduation ceremony, she remembers sitting in the 
auditorium thinking to herself “life goes by too fast; I 
don’t want to be 50 years old and still working for tips.” 
She really didn’t want to start from the beginning and 
wondered if the college credits she had taken almost 
twenty years before would be worth anything today.

Vicky fits a demographic known in college admissions 
circles as “Some College/No Degree.” “This is a term used 
for someone who at one time was enrolled and completed 
credits at a college or university, but for one reason or 
another was never able to finish. According to the U.S. 
Census Bureau, 52.7 percent of Americans have some 
college education, but only 27.2 percent have actually 
obtained a degree.

For Vicky, whose original intent was to study biology, 
an offer of “big bucks” in a local accounting firm lured

Percentage of Americans with college education

■ some 
college

degree
obtained

her away from college. At the time Vicky was 20 years 
old and when given the choice between staying in college 
or making money and starting her life-like many people 
she choose to get started with her life. A few years later 
she realized that she was not happy. Tuckily for Vicky 
her husband worked in the oil industry, which was doing 
quite well at the time, and it allowed Vicky to quit her 
job. She and her husband started a family and she spent a 
number of years raising her children and picking up part
time jobs here and there.

When the economy was in a healthier state, it was 
easier for both men and women to leave school for a 
good iob offer. Even if there wasn’t immediate work and

Education gap
Workers with lower education 
levels have experienced much 
higher unemployment rates over 
the past two years.

Unemployment rates by 
educational attainment,
Aug. 2008 to Aug. 2010

15%......

College graduates

' ' ' ......... " “1 ! f » 5 J , , , j

’09 ’10
NOTE: For ages 25 and over only; July and 
August 2010 figures are preliminary; statistics 
are seasonally adjusted
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Graphic: Los Angeles Times © 2010 MCT

students had to drop out for other reasons, they might still 
be able to gain steady employment within a few months. 
Today that is certainly not the case, and satisfying work 
with decent pay is often difficult to come by. And it’s not 
getting any easier. With limited opportunities, the more 
credentailing a person has, the better their chances of 
securing work. Often when applying for a job in today’s 
highly competitive market, a person with “some college” is 
sometimes not differentiated from a high school graduate. 
That may be fine if your desire is an entry level position 
at someplace like McDonalds or TJ Maxx, but if your 
aspiration is to follow unique interests then returning to 
school could be the most opportune path to take.

It was for Vicky. Five years ago she walked into my 
office sporting a look of confusion. She knew she wanted 
to return but didn’t know where or how to begin. In her 
hand she held a dog-eared transcript, which I could tell 
she was a bit embarrassed to present. Not because she 
had a particularly poor GPA, but because she had never 
finished what she had set as a goal when she was still a 
young high school grad. I assured her there were plenty 
of others like her. In fact, today non-traditional students 
(loosely defined as those over 23 years old and working) 
are the majority of the student population in higher 
education. Although well versed in educating traditional 
students right out of high school for almost 60 years, 
NMC also has extensive experience working with adult 
populations.

Our professors and instructors understand what Rene 
Miller from Texas A&M University has termed the six 
principals of adult learning theory: First, adults need to 
know why they are learning something. Second, they are 
self directed learners, meaning they take control of how 
they learn. Third, prior learning impacts what is to be 
learned. Forth, adults need to be ready to learn. Fifth, they 
prefer a problem solving approach to learning. They learn 
best when knowledge is presented in a real life setting.
And finally, for adults to be motivated to learn, the new 
knowledge must help them solve problems they perceive as 
important. By synthesizing this approach in the classroom 
NMC is better able to connect and meet the needs of both 
the first timer as well as those with “some college” in their 
background.

After an evaluation of her previous credits and 
researching options in the health care field, Vicky joined 
the ranks of those in NMC’s Associate Degree in Nursing 
program. She worked hard, put time into her studies, 
juggled her life outside of school, sought answers from 
Student Services staff and built cohesive relationships with 
fellow students. After two years she graduated with an 
ADN degree. Vicky has since found employment in the 
Grand Rapids area that pays well, and which she enjoys. 
Recently, I received a call from Vicky; she is now looking 
to complete a bachelor’s degree that she hopes will open 
even more doors in her future. She also had this to say,
“If you want advice for future students, tell them to take 
the risk and complete their studies.. .believe me, it’s much 
more satisfying when filling out a job application to list an 
actual degree than to just fill in the blank with the words 
“some college.”

If you or someone you know is interested in returning 
to school, contact the NMC Admissions office at 995
1034. We are excited to help you take the first steps on the 
path to a unique and rewarding future!

NMC info on the go!
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Cool summer flicks for hot summer days
I KENDALL KAYE SPRATT

A&E Editor

This is a summer of sequels and comic book movies (with some exceptions). You know? When the hot weather gets to be too much and you have worn out the beach and you 
just want to chill with your friends here is a list that will get you through the summer.

NMrtttiv.wjRir wla>

II

May 6
One thing I love about spring is the wedding movies! They are one of 
my guilty pleasures. The plots are never deep or carry a message, but 
wedding movies are full of fun and chaos and usually a love triangle or 
two. “Something Borrowed” will be no exception. This film stars some 
of Hollywood’s brights stars including Ginnifer Goodwin (“Big Love”), 
Kate Hudson, Colin Egglesfield (“Melrose Place”), and John Krasinski 
(Jim from the “Office”.) Rated PG-13 for sexual content including 

dialogue, and some drug material.

June 17
‘The Green Lantern” is about Hal Jordan (Ryan Reynolds), 
a test pilot given a mystical green ring that gives him powers 
and with these powers he is given the task of keeping peace 
within the universe. Also starring in this film is Blake Lively 
as Carol Ferris, Peter Sarsgaard (“An Education”) as Hector 
Hammond, Mark Strong (“Sherlock Holms”) as Sinestro and 
many more. This film is directed by Martin Campbell who 
also directed such films as “Casino Royale,” “The Legend of 
Zorro” and “Beyond Borders.”

May 6
“Thor” is about Thor (imagine that!), a god who lost favor and was 
cast out of Asgard and sent to live amongst humans here on earth. This 
movie is full of amazing actors such as stars Natalie Portman as Jane 
Foster, Chris Hemsworth (“Star Trek”) as Thor, Anthony Hopkins 
as Odin, Ray Stevenson (“The Other Guys”) as Volstagg and Kate 
Dennings (“Nick and Nora's Infinite Playlist”) Runtime: 130 min.

May 20
Captain Jack Sparrow is back in yet another swashbuckling high seas 
adventure, “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides.” Sparrow and 
Barbossa quest to find the fountain of youth, but then they discover 
that Blackbeard and his daughter are after it too.
Johnny Depp will return as the evercharming Captain Jack Sparrow, 
Geoffrey Rush will return as Barbossa, and Kevin McNally will return 
as Mr. Gibbs. Joining the cast is Penelope Cruz, Ian McShane, Richard 
Griffiths and Judi Dench. Rated PG-13, Runtime: 141 min.

July 1
In “Transformers: Dark of the Moon” the race begins between 
the Autobots and the Decepticons when they learn about a 
Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on the moon that could mean 
the difference between winning and losing the final battle. 
Michael Bay is back to direct this third Transformer film 
along with Shia LaBeouf, Josh Duhamel and Tyrese Gibson. 
Joining the cast is Patrick Dempsey, John Malkovich and 
Victoria’s Secret model Rosie Huntington-Whiteley.

May 26
“The Hangover Part II”
Phil (Bradley Cooper), Alan (Zach Galifianakis), Stu (Ed Helms) and 
Doug (Justin Bartha), the four best friends that anyone can have, 
return for another post wedding adventure—this time in Bangkok for 
Stu’s wedding. “The Hangover” was hilarious, here’s to hoping that 
the sequel can live up to it.

July 15
What can I say about “Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows: Part II?” It is the end of an amazing movie series. 
This last Harry Potter film is a must see. Don’t miss this one 
this summer.

May 27
“Kung Fu Panda 2”
All your favorite kung fu characters are back to bring you another fun 
adventure. In this movie Po and his kung fu companions must join 
forces to take on an old enemy with a deadly new weapon. This is 
going to be a fun movie for the whole family to go see together. Rated 
PG for sequences of martial arts action and mild violence.

July 8
“One Day” focuses on a couple who spend the night 
together and then revisits them on that same day every year. 
Starring Anne Hathaway, Jim Sturgess (“Across the 
Universe”), Romola Garai (“Atonment”) and Patricia 
Clarkson (“Easy A”).
Rated PG-13 for sexual content, partial nudity, language, 
some violence and substance abuse.

That's not a good 
idea at all! The x 

chipmunks don't 
know what they're 
doing; those tunnels 
are far too unstable'. Besides 
Fine Arts is so disconnected 
from everything.

've go it) The old 
tunnels that are under 
campus connecting West 
Hall to Scholars! We 
must find a way in.
That way we will have 
man-made access that 

continue throughout
the future seasons.
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Musicians do it in the woods
Upcoming summer music festivals

I TRAVIS TROXELL
A&E Staff Writer
The Spirit of the Woods Folk Festival was created in 1978, and this folk music festival will still 

be going strong even without having any line up announced for 2011. The festival will take place in 
Brethren, MI at the Dickson Township Park on Saturday, June 1 The festival will also feature activities for 
children, craft vendors, an end of the festival dance, food vendors, two stages, and tons of great people.

A local favorite, the Dunegrass Music Festival will be held in Empire, near the Sand Dunes and Lake 
Michigan and camping is encouraged. This festival offers an impressive line up for their second year. 
Included are Donna The Buffalo, My Dear Disco, The Macpodz, Ragbirdz, Seth & May. So far over 30 
acts are in attendance with more to be announced. For an adult, the weekend ticket totals to $75 for the 
August 5 to 7 event. Dunegrass offers good music, beautiful beaches, volunteer opportunities, camping, 
late night music, as well as vendors, including special booth for kids wanting to sell their art.

For a more contemporary festival, Common Grounds Festival in Lansing, MI is where it’s at. While 
having only two acts announced so far, they include “Bottoms Up” singer, Trey Songz and Lyrnyrd 
Skynyrd. This seven day music festival is surprisingly affordable. For a regular 7-day pass it is $79, but 
there are several other ticket packages available as well as VIP. Activities include everything downtown 
Lansing has to offer, food vendors, children’s activities, and nationally known performers for a low price. 
The Common Grounds fest will take place from July 11 to the 17.

After Rothbury’s cancellation in 2010, the festival went on an “indefinite hiatus”—so basically it’s 
never coming back, but in early 2011, Insomniac and Madison House announced the Electric Forest 
Festival. Held at the same venue as Rothbury, the Electric Forest Fest is being called its replacement. The 
event is scheduled for June 30th - July 3rd, 2011 and the newcomer is encroaching on Rothbury’s 56,075 
Facebook fans even before debut with 42,789. Maybe it will fare better in the long run.

While not boasting as many artists (yet), this new festival should bring in a wide crowd. The head
liners are Rothbury veterans, The String Cheese Incident. Among other top billed acts are Tiesto and 
Bassnectar, both popular names in the electronic and dubstep music scenes. REO Speedwagon will also 
be making an appearance. The strong line up should be enjoyable, minus a few of the inevitable low 
budget dubstep and glitch shows that should barely be called music. Skrillex, an upcoming fan favorite 
known for his, will also have a set at Electric Forest.

The grounds where the festival will be held are going to be trippy- seemingly they will be decked 
out in their “A Midsummer Night’s Rave” glory. The light displays promise to be cutting edge and “jaw 
dropping”. Despite the website’s threats that security will search you just about every ten paces, a festival 
of this nature will surely be rolling, especially if it really is the replacement to Rothbury—it has some very 
large shoes to fill.

Tickets for Electric Forest Festival are ranging between $200 and $900, some including a hotel 
room/VIP package for this four-day event, though to get the full festival effect, camping seems more 
convenient, minus the grimy, sweaty, firsty bodies crowded together during the show. Level 1 tickets, the 
cheapest, have already been sold out. There are work exchange opportunities available as well as layaway 
options for those who would like to check into it.

In addition to the music, there will be food, beverages, and arts and crafts for sale. Hand blown glass 
pipes, perhaps? Shocking.

Check out Electricforestfestival.com for the rest of the line up, tickets, FAQs, and more.

Traverse City Film Festival

■ TYLER MARTIN
A&E Staff Writer

Traverse City Film Festival
July 26-31,2011

A filmmaker who goes by the name Michael Moore came to 
Traverse City in 2004 with a goal in mind. To bring great films 
to the people of Northern Michigan. Since then, Moore and his 
extraordinary team, have brought the region a fantastic experience 
when it comes to going to see a movie. The Traverse City Film 
Festival (TCFF) has held great opening parties, operated several 
theaters within walking distance of downtown, and a brought in 
a huge supply of entertaining films at a fair price - and sometimes 
for free.

Throughout the years there have been changes and upgrades 
to the festival. This year is no exception. Due to the success of the 
Film Festival, the Motion Picture Organization has recently given 
the Traverse City Film Festival a large grant due to the fact that it is 
the youngest, successful film festival right now and they’re hoping 
to use it towards bringing in more filmmakers to bring in their 
films for the festival.

The White Pine Press sat down with NMC student and TCFF 
volunteer Jessica Donaldson at the Milliken Auditorium to get the 
inside scoop on this year’s film festival.

_ _ Press Photo/B RANDY BRAY
The changes

The ticket prices on films are going up from $9.50 to $10.
The film fest crew is hoping to get one of the Star Wars films 

this summer for the free movie line-up.
The crew is hoping to get a brand-new venue. The main 

concern at the moment is distance. At the moment, Milliken 
auditorium seems too far from downtown.

All kid movies will move from the State Theatre to 
Lockstead. They will also be providing kid activities in 
Lockstead’s school yard.

Goab far the future:
Organizers want to put Traverse City on the map with the 

Film Festival. They want to become a great film festival and be 
considered as good as the Sundance or Cannes Film Festivals, but 
they still want to keep it for the community. Sundance and Cannes 
alienated their locals and lured in more and more tourists, causing 
a problem with the locals to the point that the locals hate the 
festivals. Instead, the TCFF is dedicated to the locals and dedicated 
to the people of Northern Michigan. They want to be a huge 
success by bringing in big name films that start out at festivals and 
then lead to worldwide releases, but they still want to keep the 
festival for the community.

For those who are interested in volunteering for the Traverse 
City Film Festival and enjoying a fun time helping out one of the 
biggest events of the summer. The Film Festival Crew is always 
welcoming those are willing to volunteer. Just go online to www. 
traversecityfilmfestival.org
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CHILDREN'S STORIES
an interview with nmc instructor of children's literature, mary k. monteith 
by amelia shugar

Children's Literature has driven the imaginations of children worldwide, for centuries. 
From ancient fairy tales to modern picture books, the genre continues to build 
the foundations of childhood dreams. In pursuit of these dreams, NMC Magazine 
sought out Mary K. Monteith, Adjunct Instructor of Children's Literature, at the 
Communications Department of NMC. In the interview, Professor Monteith shared 
her opinions about children's stories and what it takes to become a great author.

NMC Magazine: Tell us about your position at NMC.
Professor Monteith: I teach the "face-to-face" Eng 210 Children's Literature class. It's 
an incredibly enjoyable opportunity, great subject, great students. Most of the class is 
run as a workshop where students analyze different kinds of children's books, practice 
presentations, and share ideas about assigned books in book clubs.

NMC Magazine: How did you become interested in children's literature?
Professor Monteith: Children's Literature was a required course for English majors 
at the University of Illinois, when I was an undergraduate. I brought books I learned 
about in the class home to read to my brother who was fourteen years younger. Later I 
read to my children and read books they and children of my colleagues were reading. 
I was taking a CMU graduate course called "On the Road Literature" at the University 
Center here and decided to write my course paper on characters in children's lit who 
were "on the road."That led to my taking a CMU grad course in children's literature 
and then to teaching the course. My personal legacy: my daughter has proudly noted 
that both of her young hockey players have caught the "reading gene" and stay up 
too late reading.

NMC Magazine: Why is children's literature important? And what would you say 
makes up a good children's story?
Professor Monteith: Children's literature is about stories, shared language, listening, 
reading, writing, and learning about the world. Children's literature supports literacy. 
As parents, teachers, older siblings, friends, we should all model reading for the kids 
we know. All stories have the same elements. The language and situations may be 
child appropriate, depending upon the age of the audience. Story-tellers reach both 
children and adults.

NMC Magazine: What is your favorite story?
Professor Monteith: Impossible question for me, I can't possibly name just one! My 
early favorites and still favorites: Winnie the Pooh stories by A. A. Milne, Madeline by 
Ludwig Bemelman, The Story of Babar by Jean de Brunhoff, and The Hobbit by J.R.R. 
Tolkien. My current favorites: Out of the Dust by Karen Hesse, The Graveyard Book 
by Neil Gaimon, Hugo Cabret by Brian SelZhick, and anything for young children by 
Mo Willems, especially Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus. I have to mention Harry 
Potter and the Percy Jackson stories; I have a passion for children's modern fantasy. 
I've also been reading young adult novels and would like to recommend two new 
books, As Easy as Falling off the Face of the Earth by Lynn Rae Perkins and Revolution 
by Jennifer Donnelly.

NMC Magazine: Do you have any tips for aspiring authors?
Professor Monteith: Look at the English 210 section in the NMC Bookstore for great 
books to read and for the course textbook. Children’s Literature, Briefly, by Tunnell and 
Jacobs. It's a great reference book. Look at the children's literature reserve cart and the 
PZ collection in the Osterlin Library and read children's literature for enjoyment. Ask 
the librarians for suggestions. I'd tell aspiring authors to read many children's books 
and write, revise, and revise. Then find several good "readers"for your drafts who are 
able to say why they like part of your story, where they got lost, and what changes 
they think would help make the story better. Listen to them.

Launch party and NMC Art Show Awards
Fine Arts Building
Thursday, April 28th at 1:00 p.m.

BE INVOLVED
NMC Magazine is always looking for new staff members!
For more info visit: nmc.edu/nmcmagazine 
CONTACT US TODAY!
Design Adviser: Caroline Schaefer-Hills, cschaefer@nmc.edu
Literary Adviser: John Pahl, jpahl@nmc.edu
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Zach Nitzkin, Sports Editor 1

Summer sports round-up
North Stars come up short in playoffs
On April 9, the Traverse City North Stars’ chance to win their first NAHL Championship came to an end. The stars 
were beaten 5-0 by the Michigan Warriors who clinched the series three games to one. The loss marked the end to a 
solid season in which the Stars finished second in their division — winning 40 games and recording 81 points. Despite 
their early exit from the post season, the Stars recorded franchise records for wins, points and goals-against.
The stars will begin their offseason with the NAHL draft in May followed by four offseason camps in preparation of 
the 2011-12 season.

Beach Bums gear up for summer events
This summer the Traverse City Beach Bums will be hosting a number of exciting events for what projects to be an 
exciting season at Wuerfel Park. On April 30, the Bums will hold their sixth annual Fan Fest, a chance for fans to 
interact with both coaches and players. In addition to meet-and-greet activities, a high school baseball tournament 
will take place as well as an opportunity for fans to get tickets for the upcoming season at a great price. All purchases 
of ten tickets will receive an additional five free.

Wuerfel Park will also be playing host this summer to their first annual Microbrew and Wine Festival on July 
8 and 9. The event will feature more than 25 breweries and wineries from the area. Drawings for team and event 
merchandise will take place every 15 minutes and concessions will be available. Tickets can be purchased at the 
Wuerfel Park box office beginning June 1 or online at traversecitybeachbums.com.

Upcoming TC Wolves Games

June
4 Lakeshore Cougars

11 (2>Southwest Michigan Punishers 
18 West Michigan Tigers 
25 @Grand Rapids thunder

July
9 @I..ondon Silveroacks 

16 Southwest Michigan Punishers 
23 @Lakeshore Cougars
30 Detroit Metro Wolverines

Augest
6 @West Michigan ligers 

13 Grand Rapids Thunder

DU students: Shontea. Matt. Elona, Donna. Alyssa and Mike.

TRANSFERRING CAN BE EASY.
Take the next steps toward earning a bachelor’s degree.

TRAVERSE CITY 2200 Dendrinos Drive, Suite 104

• Transfer scholarships up to $4,000 annually.

• Transfer plans allow for easy transitions.

• Small class sizes averaging 15 students.

• Campus in Traverse City and online.

To create a personal transfer plan with an admissions 
representative, please call 1-800-686-1600. Sign up for a 
personal transfer web page at www.davenport.edu/vip 
Or visit www.davenport.edu/transfer for more Information

BUSINESS | TECHNOLOGY | HEALTH
www.davenport.edu 1-800-686-1600

Davenport
university
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Brandy Bray
Content Coord./Op Editor, Nursing

Cody Aldrich TomAuch
Design Staff, Computer Programming Columnist, NMC Instructor

I've met a lot of great people who 

are a lot of fun to be around.

Kelsi Cronkright
Press Staff Columnist, Culinary

WPP has given me the chance to 
spend time with quality people. 

Collaboration has been inspirational.

Ashley Flees
Staff Writer/Cartoonist, Liberal Arts 

I had never thought to try my
hand at cartoons As it turns out I 

really kind of love it.

Brianna Bodary
News Wire Editor, English 

...able to write about topics that

interest me; get involved...and to 
cover worldwide issues.

Jack Hagen
Copy Editor, English 

I like the collaborative
atmosphoere of the newsroom on 

deadline.

Chloe Boudjalis
Alternative Story Editor, Journalism 

This year, the WPP has allowed me
to expand my journalism experience.

WPP allows me to spend time 
with people who I may not have met 

otherwise.

Emily Magner
Columnist, Social Work

I’ve enjoyed writing my column. I 

have made many great contacts 
because of this opportunity!

Carolyn McKellar
Staff Photographer, Communications 

It was a great way to get to know

people and make connections.

Anjanette Merriweather
Production Manager, Vis-Corn 

I work with a bunch of characters

which make for lots of laughs! Oh, 

and learning!

Ashley Hansen
Design Staff, Vis-Corn 

Working on production for the

WPP has given me hands-on 

experience in my field.

Zach Nitzkin
Sports Editor, Communications 

The hands-on, technical

experience offered by WPP has 

exceeded my wildest expectations.

Tyler Martin
A&E Staff Writer, Business 

Working at the paper has helped
me develop better grammar and 

overall writing skills.

Maddy Mesa
Sr. Staff Writer, Journalism/Comm.

I have loved every minute...and

enjoy the company of my co-workers. 

I will miss them dearly

Laura Stegmeyer
Design Staff, Vis-Comm 

Two words: Free Pizza

Travis Troxell
A+E Writer, Fine Arts

Joshua Sisco
Staff Writer/News Briefs Ed., Eng 

The WPP has given me an

opportunity to explore a side of 

writing that was relatively 

unfamiliar to me.

Kendall Kaye Spratt
A&E Editor; Elementary Education 

I love being a part of the WPP

team! Thanks for a great year guys!

Caleb Straight
Photographer/Distrib Mgr., Nursing 

WPP gave me a chance to express

myself through photos and get 
recognized.

The WPP is a wonderful outlet for 

those who love to write, second only 

to Tumble
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